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UNIQUE FEATURES

HARVESTING POTATOES 
WITHOUT COMPROMISE

The Ploeger self-propelled 3- or 4-row bunker harvester 
was designed focusing on the clients’ demands: harvesting 
potatoes without compromise.

This machine exceeds in total sieving area: with the chassis 
on the outside of the sieving webs the flow of potatoes is 
free of obstacles, with no narrowing. Due to the variety of 
possible cleaning modules, it enables you to compile a 
harvester which fits your demands. The industry leading 
hopper capacity enables you to organize logistics more 
efficiently. Low transport speeds combined with the lowest 
possible drops and the unique SOFTPOCKET elevator 

guarantee a very friendly handling of the potatoes.

AR 3BX
AR 4BX More efficient logistics by the hopper 

capacity of 14 tonne

Unequalled cleaning capacity

Minimum maintenance costs due to the 
unique design

Lowest possible drop on all transitions and 
into the trailer due to the unique design of 
the unloading elevator

All webs have the same width: 
no narrowing down or obstacles in 
the product flow

Great choice of various cleaning options;

Besides potatoes the Ploeger harvesters can be used to harvest numerous other root crops. Want to know 
more about the possibilities? Please contact your local representative. 

+31 (0)165 319333
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UNIQUE FEATURES

THE MOST ADVANCED 
UNLOADING HARVESTER 

The Ploeger self-propelled 3-, 4-, or 6-row unloading 
harvester has shown its class for over a decade, whether it’s 
about harvesting potatoes or other root crops, this machine 
will make the difference. 

The design of the machines results in unprecedented 
capacity and reliability due to the enormous sieving surface 
and the choice of various cleaning modules. The openness 
of the chassis gives the machine operator a superb view 
of the work and makes the machine very easy to service. 
The lowest possible drops, combined with the unique 
swan-neck elevator result in extremely gentle handling 
of the potatoes. 

AR 3W
AR 4W
AR 6W

Besides potatoes the Ploeger harvesters can be used to harvest numerous other root crops. Want to know 
more about the possibilities? Please contact your local representative. 

+31 (0)165 319333

Buffer conveyor for continuous lifting

Unmatched cleaning capacity

Excellent view on the work area

All webs have the same width: no narrow-
ing down or obstacles in the product flow

Large variety of cleaning modules

Lowest possible drop on all transitions and, 
by the unique design of the discharge belt, 
into the trailer


